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"Most Americans would probably agree that developing
a society in which people dare for and respect. each
other deserves high priority on the nation's agenda.
Most would.agree, too, that the schools Should play-
a central role in our efforts to move toward such a

humane goal. But the schools today are ill-prepared
to assume that responsibility, and we have given too
little thought to how they could serve such a purpose."*

*Harold Howe II, former U.S. Commissioner of Education, presently

vice - president o the Ford Foundation's Division of Education and
Research, in Sa urday Review, March, 1973.
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OUR/BASICPOSITI9N: Schools Should TeacbiSocia -Emotional Development
.

u.

Thesocial-motional needs of man are vi d by Most educators in

a pupzlitig way. Most educators recognize and 11 admit that man's

1\1

relations ips with man have created great problems since the beginning

of time. Waks, prejudice, hatred, and

in man's h \.story. Yet, public schools

ryf
emotional Problems ,directly as'they have his physical and intellectual

ones. For example, when insufficient:food was a major problem for many

Americans, agricultural' training programs were emphasized in schools and

colleges until' eVentually food production was successfully brought to

the surplus stage. When illiteracy was a major problem for most Americans,

reading and writing programs were emphasized and although. problems still

remain, the literacy rate has been greatly increased. When mathematicians,

cruelty are hardly rare occurrences

have never tackited man's social-
s

scientists and foreign language specialists were judged as needed (Sputnik),

the schools responded and again they produced a surplus.

Yet, in spite of -the recognized need for people who are socially

and emotionally mature:and stable, who can solve social and-emotional

problems in Constructive, rather than destructive ways, the schools have

not attemptec to systematically tackle the problems in this area. The

most frequent "excuses" given for this state of affairs relate to the

fact that the area is too illusive, too complex, too speculative.

We are suggesting that it is time that the social-emotional- side. of

man, illusive, complex, and subject to speculation as it may be, be

..,---\,-6-tucV.ed and taught -in its own right.. We are duggesting that human feel-

ings, beliefs and values, and the behavioral manifestations and consequences

of diverse feelings, beliefs and values be recognized as important content

that should be incorporated into the school curriculum.' It is accepted
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that seli-concept affects physical and intellectual health. Then, let1

us. dpal,dixectly with one's conCept of self and with one's concept of
others; examine the bases forp*ejudices

and/or fears that interfere with
respect of oneself and others. fl.th the increasing assistance coming from
behavioral science, it is-very likely that schools can make a significant

improvement in man's social-emotional growth. We must try to increase

awareness and res ect of differences d willin ess assume es on ibilit
for the tonstructive ehavior of self and others.

It is important t4 note the relationship between the social-emotional
needs we posit and the 'pursuit of a. qualitative survival ethic. Explore-,

tion and respect of diverse human feelings, beliefs, values and construc-
tive behavtors are considered to be major goals; goals we see related to-

survivalin two ways. First all, we believe
thatswareness_and accept-,

ance of differences decreases !.-1, chances of man's inhumanity to and

destruction of other men. Bec4use of the increasingly complex and dynamic

nature of our social milieu, if man is to survive, we must seek solutions

to man's "inhumanity" to man -- whether,it manifests itself as interpersonal

problems in the classroom (sometimes referred to as "discipline problems")

or interpersonal problems in the community (sometimes referred to as "racial

problems") or interpersonal problems in the world (sometimes referred to

as "war"). But second, and perhaps more important, we believe that a sure

way of assuring non-survival of any species is:io strive for homogeneity.

Differences are healthy, stimulating, and productive of more optimal and

innovative solutions than are likenesses. In a provocative article

entitled, "Ian's Efficient Rush Toward Deadly Dullness," Kenneth E. F.-

Watt, a leading systems analyst who has studied eco-systems in the field,

in the laboratory and in computer models states, "Diversity is more than
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the spice of Wet. . . it is an essential element of survival."* It is
because of.such reasons as this that we reaffirm our position that knowl-
edge, relative to,}

explaining,,predicting and controlling the-social-emotions
needs of man, shoUld be a major part of forpal education.

*Kenneth E. F. Watt, "Man's Efficient Rush Toward Deadly Dullness,"Natural History, February, 1972,.p. 74-82.
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WHAT DO HUMANS NEED FOR &ALM SOCIAL- EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT?Our Position and Rationale

The social-emotional needs we cite do not spring from .well

researched ground as the physical need's of humans, or from such obvious
ground as the intellectual needs. .Rather, they emerge from more

theoretical ground, suggested by a number of psychologists and sociol-
ogists. Research in this area has produced a,number of hypotheses upon
which we base some of the social- emotional needs. Other needs remain
more speculative, but appeal to both common sense and logical projection.
At the present time, they include the following?

SELF/OTHER EXPLORATION

I. Seeks new experience with diverse people, environments, and ideas.
II. Seeks new data regarding human feelings, beliefs and values fromthe new and diverse experiences.

\SELF/OTHER RiSjECT.
.

.

1. ArPritc human behavin by expressing and allowing for the expression\ of diverse feelin eliefs and values.

II. Supports- hymen beaavior by helping oneself and others pursue personalgoals. i

SELF/OTHER RESPONSIBILITY

I. Can describe:
A. the predictable effects of one's behavior an self and othersB. how the effects of one's behavior are apt to affect the individualand collective survival of self and OthersC. the consistency/inconsistency between intended behavior and out-comes, and actual behavior. and outcomes fRr self and others

II. Takes action to:
A. increase constructive intentions and behavior while decreasingdestructive Intentions and behavior fur self and othersB. increase consistency between the intended and actual behaviorof self and others



Self /Other E

First let us consider the need for exploration. Exploration

concerns -at's need to (II seek ucv experience with divegeo rooplo,

environments, and ideas; (2) seek new data regarding loran feelings,

'beliefs and values frowthe4new and diverse experiences; and'(3) disclose

personal reactions, to new;experience and data and seek feedback regarding

one's reaction. Exploratory behavior might also be described as

"openness" -- openness to nevi experiences, new people, new places, new
ideas. The for exploration of self and others suggests that people,

all of us, need to get.both "into ourselves'.' and "out of ourselves," -ft,

continuously seeking and gaining new insights about what it,means to

be human and about the great variety of
(
ways that humanness can be

expressed. The need for exploration, that is, the need to become familiar

with a wide range of social and emotional experiences is seen as essential

to survival for the following reasons:

1. Growth is stunted ,then "new data" is not allowed in for consid-
eration. That is,ete acquisition of new insights is dependent
upon different inpUt than one has previously experienced.

2. Chances for successful adaptation are decreased if people donot have opportunities"to "practice" coping with a variety of
social-emotional experiences. That is, if circumstances aresuch that a person is forced to face a "difficult" situation
for which he has had no prior experience, his chances of
successfully handling it are less than if'he had had prior
experience dealing with like or similar situations.

3. Persons whose experience and insights are limited have fewer
aptions available to them. Freedom is always a function of
the number of alternatives we see before us; if we hive not
observed and/or considered a variety of social- emotional
responses, we do not have them as a part of our repertoire and
we, therefore, have less choice of an appropriate response.

-7
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These thoughts are not easily understood, solepla consider them
...4!

People in general tend to dialike and/or fear the unknown. Da

all likelihood, a large part. of the "natural IVoidance tendency" comes,
from our bisgogical

evolution. When early man had little to, protect

himself and when the human population was sparse, the presence of

someone or something "new" frequently meant danger. Tribes were

'clos0-knit and individual and collect \ve survival was increased when

all stayed close together. Today, however, man is extremely mobile

,and is more apt than not .to change home base several times in a lifetime.
And with our population as it is, wherever he goes, he will encounter
other people -- different people with new ideas and new customs. His
fear and Suspicions in this kind of situation can limit .his ability to

comfortably and optimally adapt. .Hie fear and suspicion may become

dysfunctional in the sense that it leaves him feeling alienated and

lonely amide the crowd.

Actually most of us have a strong desire .to be able to move in

and out of various social interchanges -- interchanges with both

individuals and groups of people -- with enjoyment and ease. We do
Inot with to feel awkward or suspicious or afraid . . . these are hardly

comfortealft feelings. But how do we get away from these feelings?

Perhaps the answer is exploration. 4

White people are frequently suspicious;
fearful,,and uncomfortable

with black people (and vice versa) until, that is4 they have a wide

range of experiences together(numerous people and numerous interactions).

This is frequently
diffiCult*for.many because-of the nature of their
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prior learning. Yet. if they contrik their tears (Instead it tattles,
their fears control them) and do intevict, both white and blaeka

.discover their common humanness and find that the colordifference is
nothing to be feared. Typically,'it'is easier for young children to be

less fearful,and more amend exploring because they have ha4 less

prior "condltioningA" less opportunity to Solidity. prejudice and tear.

Examine for a moment the phenomenon of prejudice. It is defined as:

"(1) an. opinion, formed before .the'factS are known; a
preconceived, usually uhfavorable, idea; (2) an opinionheld in disregard of facts thatcontradict it; unreasonable .bias;(3) hatred or intolerance of other races, creeds, etc."

\to.

in -a complex society such as ours, where the spaces between people get

Smaller everyday, where we must seek to livetogether in harmony, the

existene6-bf prejudice becomes more

But how do we deal with it -- how d

and more harmful and dangerous.

we work to decrease it? Solutions

must be found\that will counter its growth; solutions must be found that

- lessen uhreasoned fears that reject. Td find such solutions, we must

\explore together the potential causes, consequences and possibilities

or more:proilAtive feelings, beliefs and values.

There is'further reason for valuing exploratory behavior'and

en unter with diversity, hoWever, that is imbedded in more than just

cc mon sense." One of the world's leading psychologists, Jean Piaget,

has developed a developmentpl theory of learriiing that is based pp the

notion of dealing with diversity and dissoniAnce. At the risk of over-
.

simplification, I tall attempt to breifly summarize the essence of his
, position.

77';',,
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to remain for half an hour, as ptirishment. Later. in the day, of

had dissipited and we were back to our more
, .--

The next day, however, I was talking to'cy

coorse, thesefcelings

positive interchanges.

".-.,f:. ...,---

friend and-he told me how terrified ht daughter had become when she

saw me get angry. I immediately started to apologize for my behavior

when he said something to this effe t: "No, no -- Ls really all

right. I'm glad it happened and she had the opportunity to 'experience

an emotion she rarely if ever gets to see. Anger is sgmething she is
,4

sure to encounter in life, and flf she is ever to deal with it

effectively, she must experienc it. She saw tht anger, the behgVior
,

it generated and the consequences it had. They were not harmful in

any permanent sense;.a little uncomfortable maybe, but not destructive.

Anger can have good or bad consequences, and it is important for her to

learn to deal with it. What if someone,, such as a teacher or a friend,

gets angry with her and she has not experienced it. She will be much

more able to cope with it now after having been exposed to it."

I thought of tlika interchange again not too long ago when I..-took

my daughter to the emergency ward of, one of our local hospitals with a

c4a lip that needed to be stitched.. She had just been taken in whenl

a cardiac case was rushed in and Liz was left while they worked on the

dying man. She observed.as he was given the last: rites, as the
ox

relptive and friends sobbed with grief, as the doctors andilurses

worked furiously to save his life. I thought to myself, what a terrible'

thing for her to see. But I scolded myself later when I realized how

natvely protective my response had been. Lizabeth. handled it

Leautflully. She said, "1 didn't care when they stopped working on

17,
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Piaget Assetts that there are two major. adaptive growth

11,1r);

processes: assiiMilatioin. and accommedation. Both growth,procevies.ace
-

dependent upon the input of new knowledge. tha-treytes dissonance.

Once the. individual encounters new knowledge, be seeks to reduce the

dissonance/by attempting to fit it into his existing cognitive structure,/

If :the new knowledge can indeed fit with whet.lszalready 4nownand/or

understopd,jt is assimilated, thus bringing new meaning to the existing
- '

cognitive structure. If, however, new knowledge'is encountered that

does not 14'10 with the existing cognitive structuye, fiirtheriMeetal

activity wkil o mitt; he finds a."neit structure" that will
\.

accommodave the new. knoiledge."-Thus, it is the .dissonance that induces
I

the mentallictivityland modification of existing/cognitive structures.

New ways Of viewing iine.'s world are,inhibited by the'absence.of

dissonance; new ways of seeing and dealing with one's world are

facilitated by the presence of diseonance. Thus, exploration becomes

a dissonanCe-seeking activity; a`necessary.condition for cognitive

growth.. Let me share with you-some exiiMples that might help clarify-the

notion of, increased adaptation that resul\s frOm exploration and
,

encounters with nev experience, mm

A good friend of mine and his wife were totting eith their

nine-year-old daughter. I have tuo children, -a son, ten, and a daughter,

eleven. Now this particelar couple are extremely slim, cool and

collected. They seldom, if ever, erpress eager or hoatility. Well,

let me tell

now, I can't

you..'.1 got angry with my son that day -- exactly for what

recall, butt remember grabbing him Sy the arm, scolding

him angri4 (I can hear myself now, "I don't ever want to see or hear'

of ycJ, doing that again!") and escorting him to his room where he.wes

tJ

.
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me, Morn; that- man nailed help more than I did. You know," mhe said,...

I

-

"when ,i saw all those people trying, I thought ofhovf 1)04 I felt
..... . \ ..4. '

J:.\ when Freddie (our eight- year -o14 Scottish terrier). ,died.4. They must ,,-* .
,

havelislt worse becalse it wasn't lust a dog, but a real persoii.d. I
.

lir

i

.was liloked with emotion.at the amount of emileithy and un#erstrending she 1

4
4 A

, had -- empathy and'understending she:Could not-have felt if Ilse pad
- ...*

not experienced-aimething about death' life. Undoubtelly, sil will
.. *.)

r

be better prepared.vo'handle grief and face "death" again, whether it
41r

she mine or a friend,rthan if it were a complete unIsOwt). 'ierexplored

I

only ate of life's many unknowns, 'but she is' better prepared for stealer

future experiences because of the exploration.

Grief, anger, fear, sadness, joy, ecstasy, warth;oacceptance,

. re ection are all very human feelings that all of us, as humans, Will

encoun r in our lifetime. Will we be piepare4 to handle them

producti ely and constructively/ Only if we areyenand do not Ain
el

from the ;-only if we face thet head on and exploie our actions and
. \ 1

their reactions can we learn what effects they Ime on,pdselves and
:1

.

-

. .

,

.

others; only then cii we work to make them constructive.

0
What is true for our feelings is also true -of our beliefs and

,values.' How can we know that they are right and good for ourselves

and.others if we4o notexamine them? If we do not explore and openly

. consider.d'verse beliefs and values and the conseque ces they have for

ourselves aid others, we cannot make optimal decisi ns concerning ihir

goodness. In the presence of restricted data and experience, we

cannot be confident of our judgment. The, person who 1f4es in Bordeau

' and .thinks it the best city. in the world; oniy because he has never
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1,esp anywhere else,

.hAmself .other

r
is clearly restricting his knowledge; he denies

atives and possibilities. If he has never been

to Paris, how can he "kpow" that Bordeau is better for him? The
.

Parisian "climate (physical, iv:spill-emotional and intellectual) may

well be much healthier for him. It might well provide him a longer

andlipne satiifylrig lif- or indeed it might not, but unless he
.4

"'explores," he will assuredly never know. I want to leave this

rather lengthy discussion of expioratidicwith a poim that was written

:last year by a very bright fourteen-year-old girl. She had just been

placed h a %juvenile home- 4,Kichigan for being "incorrigible." One

an hardly escape her very poignant message.
. ,

.

For the Awl of

one must explore and

Don't look:

You might see

Don't think
You might learn

Don't walk
You might stuMble

Don't run
You might fall

Don't try
Yoi might fail

Don't live
You might die

oneself and others,

encourage'othere to

we take the position that

explore.
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Self/Othearr Respect

4
sr TheNpunstruct of self/other respect appears to be more readily

understood than that of exploration.
Essentially, respect behaviors

are those behaviors that indicate that one believes in the Worth of

himself and the worth of others. We suggest that thite Ure two

important aspects to respect -- acceptaL.and-support.

Acceptance of oneself means that a. person can express attd

_willingly own his unique individuality. He does not reject V.mself
or being differetCfrom others. He is able to show others, what human
feelings and. beliefs

he-holds.because l'I.is proud of.himself -- he
does not .have to hide or pretend to be something he is not. Similarly,
the person who accepts others does not deny them their feelings and
beliefs. He encourages others to. express their unique dividUality

ee

"(whether it is like- or different from his own) because values
others. He does not force them to hide or pretend to be something they
are not. Acceptance of self and others is quite simply a valuing of
humanness -- it is the expressed

belief that "I'm okay, you're okay."
Support of oneself and others is the second aspect of respect.

Support goes beyond
acceptance in that it represents a deeper

commitment and more intense level of valuing one's humanness; When
one supports oneself or another, he gives something of himself;

4,

.,whether it be time, energy, effort, money or what 'we you. pne shows
valuing or worth by spendiqg something to help oneself or another

410
pursue personal goals.

Supportive behaviors say "I am worthy -- .I

will help myself," or "You are worthy -- I will help you." I
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The dirt relatiOnship between Teapect for human life and survival
is. perhaps mos clearly illustrated with the extreme example of war. .

In war, there little ies qt for hymen life and destiuction (of the
,

-enemy as itkexiats) is the'gdal. ,There is little if.any acceptance-ors
support of hOman.lives. When killing is recommended, as in war or1

in cases of ;spite' punishment; one observes a total lack of- respect,'

for human life, as in the comments, "Re must bi an animal," or "Theyt

,.
(.

.live just lik animals." In these cases, acceptance andbotapy

willingneas to share or help is absent. Similarly, the attempted\I :
. $)icide cries,0"INm just not worth anything."

. \Lack of respect, i its less extLemajor6, Ds most apt to

affect long-terM survive The 'person who does not respect himself

pays little attention tolhicself. and makes'.little effort to.help4

himselfn constructive ways. In feat, people who lack self- respect

frequen ly behave in way's that:are actually destructive to themselves --

not ca Ing how they look, how they eat, whether or ,not they are healthy

or safe, w ether or not they have friends or achieve worthy goals...-

)

i

veall con itions thLt in the long run affect the quality and quantity of
_..

their survival.

a parallel path.

Similarly, lack of respect for other humans follows

Where one lacks respect, one makes little effort to

accept, empathize with O

I

r help others in the pursuit of personal oals.,
The student who does not respect himself intellectually will not take

steps to help himself
perform better in school, whereas the suck:int

who does respect himself will. The middle class teacher who does
\J.

not respect children because their standard English is "poor" o

dr
because their parents are on ADC will give the childien less a ceptance,

stall
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less empathY,and less held); and with less acceptance and less help,

A their/chances for a qualitative and quantitative survival*are decreased.

For the good of oneself and others, one must have respect for oneself

and Others.

Self/Other Responsibility

Responsibility is the third social-Rmotional need posited as

being important to individual and collective survival. Responsibility

is (1) knowing the predictable effects yourbehavior is apt to have on

yourself and others, (2) knowing the potential consequences of these

effects in terms 'of survival, (3) knowing the extent of the consistency

between your intentions and your actual behavior and its outcomes,

and (4)- taking action to encourage consistent and constructive

intentions -- behaviors -- and outcomes.

Society's need for individual and collective responsibility has

become much greater with the increase in numbers of people and social

complexities. It 4110 to be for example, that if a small percentage
t

ofthe population threw thei't garbage in the river, the conseqUences

to oneself and others were almost imperceptible. But no longer is

this the case. The behavior of one or a,few individuals cpn grossly

alter and endanger the lives ofmany. As we become more and more

bound to living in highly populated complexes, it becomes increasingly-

. important that we be conscious of our behavior and the effects it has

upon ourselves and others.

',Knowing the potential effects of 'one's behavior on-self and others

is only one part of responsibility, however.' the other part is taking
( Al .

actioirto assure that the effects are mutually. constructive to oneself

.1
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HOW SHOULD SOCIAL- EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
TAUGHT,?_our Position andsRationale

THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM
or(Some Introductory Thoughts On Teaching Social-emotional Development)

Do students learn things in school in addition to cognitive and
affective responseeto traditional subject matter, e.g., reading, science,
math, etc.? to teachers teach things in school besides traditional'
subject matter? In your-own experience, do you remember hearing teachers

"I want all of you to learn to be responsible people."
\- "It is not polite to interrupt When other people are talking."

NIle don't hit other people."

"There is no fighting in the school."

"You keep your hands to yourself while you are here at schodl.
"Leave that kind of,language outside!"

"Uremust respect other peoples' property."

"Can't you tell him that nicely?"
.

"You must not lose your temper like that!"

"We don't allow kissing in school -- it's hardly the
appropriate place."

"You should listen when other people are talking."

"Don't you think it would be nice to give Jerry a turn now?"
"If you don't get your work in on time, it won't count."

I am willing to. bet that anyone spending one morning in a public
school would seef\a good deal of "teaching" (preaching?) going on that
was directed at changing the social-emotional behaVior of students.

ay



Yet, it is serdom recognised as a central part.of the school curriculum --

except perhaps by the students.- But, the fact that it is "taught"

.exemplifies that teachers recognise a need to deal with personal and

interpersonal behavior.* It would, in fact, be terribly naive to expect

to put students together in the large and dynamic social groups that
a

they are in during school and not have interpersonal concerns. Whenever
people are togethet in groups (this, of course, includes adults. as well

as youth 7- e.g., triage partners, families,.church groups, school

faculties, etc.), secial-eMotional problems will predictably arise. One
of the shortcomings in effectively dealing with these problems is.that

people frequently do not anticipate them and/or do not accept their\
4

occurrence as "normal". They tend, to use the ostrich's head-in-the-satkd

approach to not facing the inevitable. The "we will always get along

beautifully" approach is clearly naive, since differences and confliete

will occur whenever people come together. The potential consequences

of the "problems will-not/should-not happen approach" are that people

set themselves up for a number of "failure" experiences.

'ftoblems do occur, and the people who have not. expected them

typically experience a number of uncomfortable, even painful feelings,

such as disappointient, fear, frustration, anger and/or guilt. They
_ .

also lack, because they have not expected them, alternative ways of

effectively, and. constructively dealing with the problems. In addition,

the 1. of anticipation of potential probl means that one takes

fewer steps to avoid their occurrence, and su *fluent*, more problems

occur because of the lacluof preventive measures. .

As prospective teachers, then, we recommend that you expect your

learners to,have social-emotional problems. This will enable you to.



-accept their occurrence and deal with them as a uecssav ant Uormat

part- of teaching. But in order to handle them effectively. you-must

go further than simply recognizing that it is noimal for people in

social settings to have "conflicts of iinerests. and desires. You must

examine yourself -- how will my beliefs, expectations, needs, actions,

values, etc.; contribute to the occurrence and resolution of problems?

You should also examine the nature of your learners -- how their

beliefs, actions, needs, etc.; contribute to the occurrence and

resolution of problems?

We recommend that you begin by "tektite the hidden curriculum out

of hiding". 'To do this,you must examine what you will be teaching

students about""appropriate" social-emotional behavior. You must make

your expectations and intended actions public and seek critical exam-

ination of their "goodness" -- their "goodness" being judged on the

basis of their openness and potentially constructive effect on self

and others. We will attempt to help you in these efforts by teschip4

you.how you might (1) assess constructive/destructive social-emotional

behavior, (2) set goals for increasing constructive social-emotional
.

behavior, (3) plan and implement strategies for encouraging constructive

social7einotional behavior and (4) evaluate the results of your instruction

directed toward increasing constructive social-emotional behavior.



Where Do We Begin?

This unit focuses on the assessment task. In one sense, it can
;-be viewed as the most important task-in that it so strongly determines

the focus of the subsequent tasks. The process weteach (assessment,

goal setting, strategies, evaluation) is a problem-solving model.'

The assessmentlask focuses on problem identification. Too frequently,

we believe, teachers overlook behaviors that are indicative of paten-
.

tially serious problems for students., focusing instead on behaviors that

are problems for teachers. Then there is the danger that they will be

changing students for their own Nell-being" rather than for the

students' well-being.. It Would be.ludicrous indeed to go to a physician

and have him decide what he was going to do before he determined what

the patient needed. Can you imagine him doing &tonsillectomy,

appendectomy or vasectomy/hysterectomy simply because he thought everyone

"needed" one? Or worse still, because he enjoyed doing them or liked

the money? The obvious first obligation is to the patiept -- does he,

in fact, need one? Data must be gathered about the patient, it must be

analyzed, communicated and decided upon. And so in teaching: the

first obligation is to the learner and data-must,be gathered, studied,

communicated and decided upon.. And it takes more than "common sense" --

it takes special knowledge and expertise -- "professional sense". To

increase your "professional sense", we hope you will seriously and

conscientiously examine the material presented in this assessment unit.

What is -"problem" social-emotional behavior? How can you recognize

it? How should one interpret it and make optimal decisions about

changing it?

ti



ASSESSING THE SOC EMO IONAL NEEDS OF LEARNERS: AN OVERVIEW

Would you, is a teacher, seek to change any behaviors of the

students described below?

Tommy is one of ;he most restless
six-year-olds-in his class,playing nervously with string, rubber bands or crayons, frequentlygiggling. He keeps his eye out for the teacher but apparently--feels no compulsion to study as he seldom completes an assignment.On a-test of reading, Tommy scored the'lowest of all the childrenin the group. His voice is weak and his attention wanders a gooddeal. During seatwork, he leaves his chair seven or eight timesin fifteen minutes to ask directions or seek help. from theteacher. He picks his nose a good deal, watches the others and. .does &lot of whispering. He seldom initiates interaction withhis classmates, does not assert himself when others seize hisplay materials, or engage in competitive activity at reees0. Onthe playground, he remains in close proximity to the teacher andcalls for attention when playing on the equipment.*

What, if anything, would you seek to change ?,

Why?

Compare Tommy to ten- year -old Jimmy, described below:

Jimmy clumps loudly whey he elks andneedles the teacher a greatdeal in annoying ways. )For eximple, whenever she speaks to him`about talking out loud, he replies with 1 blank stare and a loud, 1,"What?!" When reproached by the teacher or classmates, he uttersswear words in a barely audible tone. On several occasions
'during spelling and arithmetic tests, he drew airplanes or stick

. figures on the board, erased them at.the teacher's request, thendid the,same thing several more times. He disturbs the roomduring seatwork with noisy trips to the shaipener or fountain,bumping desks and punching at 'others. Jimmy uses his loud voiceto make unkind statements like "Fat Ass!" about his classmates.

*(adapted from Kagan and Moss, Fels Research Inst!iute Study of Child 4Development, subjects were observed in public s-hool settings.)

6
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On the playground, Jimmy pokes and shoves, plays with an abandoned

sort of violent, physical effort and blames his teammates bitterly

if he loses. Jimmy seldom completes an assignment.*

-What, if anything, would you seek to change?

Why?

Compare Tammy and Jimmy to Sandy (age 15).

Sandy is a physically'attractive girl and receives much attention
from the boys in class. She wears tight clothiag (pants, sweaters,
skirts), very short skirts, and she frequently goes braless. She

reacts and complains loudly when boys whistle or comment *bout

her dress or body: "Shut-up your filthy mouth, Tom," or "The

boys won't leave me alone again, Mr. grown." She rarely completes

an assignment and does not contribute or participate in class

discussions. She combs her hair and attends to her make-up during

class time. Her teat scores indicate that she can read on an

eighth grade level. She says that "school is a real drag."

Whet, if anything, would you seek to change?

Why?

*(adapted from Kagan and Moss, Fels Research Institute Study'of Child
Development; subjects were observed in public school settings.)



Consider these three students that have been briefly de cribed.

'tummy appears passive and non-assertive; shows signs of nervous

anxiety (restlessness, nosepicking), and dependency (frequent requests

for assistance and approval). He seems unwilling or unable to attend

to his work and seldom interacts with his schoolmates. Do these

behaviors seem indicative of any social-emotional needs? Jimmy, the

second boy, represents an interesting contrast. His behavior falls on

the opposite extreme from passivity. Like the first child, however,

he seems" to seek attention from others by making "noisy trips" to

the peniil sharpener or "flip remarks" to. the class. How do you ,

interpret his needs? Do you think that the age difference between

the two children is significant? How about the fact that both are

boys -- if the first child was a little girl would your reaction be

different? What do you know about dependent or aggressive behavior

which may help you interpret this information? And what about Sandy?

Are the "attention-seeking" behaviors she displays in any way like

Tom's and/or Jim's? What do you think she "needs"?. If you chose

to intervene and attempt to change any of-these behaviors, what might

be the potential effects of your intervention? The tntent of this

paper is to,provide you with.some basis forioptimizing these kinds of

judgments and answering these kinds of queitione.

Our purpose is to help you with the/difficult judgments teachers

must make concerning, needed and possible-instruction -- to help you

learn more about and become more skillful in performing the important
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4-ask of assessment. The four steps involved in the assessment proce:ss

include: -_.

.' 1, Gathering data about lemener(*),behavior instructional variables

r

I
-and_their interactiop. 4....

t
T:..,

-Ar, i... .... -

21:11 Analyzing data to produce hypotheses about causes and consequenc*0
1,

of learner(*) behavior.

,
3. Communicatim, the assessment data tlyitTie being or hat een gathered

.
and the purpose of-assessment.

4. Identifying knowledge and skill needed by4he learner(s) forigrowth.

t.7

'We strongly suggest that these four steps of the assessment task be

taken by teachers for any and all subjects, prior to setting specific

goals and'objectives. We feel that assessment is Oassibly thejmost

important task of teaching and yet has, unfortunately, been the most
,

neglected by teachers end teacher educators alike. Let mz examine a

case in point: .f

One of my best friends majored in secondary English teaching. She
was wild -about English literature; her particular favorites being
Shakespeare and Milton. I recall her intense excitement when she
was offered a position teaching eleventh and twelfth grade lit-
erature. It was a middle-sized (15,000 people), rural Michigan
community. She had designed instrUctional units in her methods
classes at the university and she knew just what she was going
to do. She had bulletin boards-ready, reading assignments and
lessons prepared . . . the'students would enjoy discussing the

kmaterial and her own excitement would help. Except . . that when
*-school began, she found herself with exceptionatly large classes
(the local bond issue had failed and nom teaching positions
were available -- graving numbers of students were packed into
existing classes). She was faced with wall-to-wall students; not
even spate to write on the blackboard. Not enough -books to go
around, and little did this natter since the modal readinglevel
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wab toisrth gradc for ueveral of the classes. any of the students
fuld extiemely ngative attitudes toward school in general and
English! In particular. To begin studying .1'hakespelre or Milton
without space, books, reading skills Or studept interest sewed
illogicaVat this point. But.sthat vas to be done instead? She
hid not,..Searqed that one does mita teaching with "vtiat they

will- ,4fien" or "What I'm going to du" but ratherliith "I wonder
what Of students need to learn?" Hub dissppoititmant" (student
arm 'coacher alike) could have been avoided If she had leaned to
isagit.ASA Assess:Ea.

To begin by assessing the needs of students and tunique variables
. -PQ f%

oLititrietion *ay sound intensely logica4,1t hati:noti-lre tit

reef:Iia:it been prescribed by many behavioral scientists.. Thiteschini
r

medel this beginl1With,assessment is far from, belt% waivers-01r accepted;

.647.7

although support for it is growing. Its primary cokratitor lo a model

prescribed by an eduietional psychologist namedlobert Glaser. de

posits that you begin with content objectives, then assess*students"

entering ability in terms of these objectives, then instruct and 'velvets.

This is similar to the model we recommend, but the nature and position ,

of the assesses task makes them very different in outcome:- Compare

the two:

ASSESSMENT emormallIPP

ASSESSMENT

e

STRATEGIES .110=11=1410

moral"

EVALUATION
;RE
Modil

Glaser
ModelSTRATEG

A -

EVALUATION=111111

We strongly feel that the model we recommend provides for a more
- -

human approach to teaching (are therefore refer to -our model as: THE
.._

model -- Tovards Humanizing Vocation). 4t'begins with humans -- -the`

subject of the instructional process and the unique set of variables

r
O.

inrptliVI

'
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that surround Thus, for THE model the

is upon the learner and the concomitant hi'sman

nitial focus in teaching

curricular and environ-

mental elements with which he or she interac4 s. Assessment should come

first because the needs of the learner, as t

curricular and environmental givens, should
-. .

is only there to help meet the needs of the

know the learners' needs first; only then ca

content is important to the learneand how

Contrast this to the Glaser model that

assesses the learner in relation to the cant

ey jotteract with the human,

e a priority. The content

earner; therefore, one must:

1

one determine what specific

.t can best be acquired.

egins with content; then

in

t. To begin with content
1

of learners is to risk-!
objectives, without first assessing the need

teaching that which is inappropriate, irrelevafttovr-unnecessary. If I

one begins only with subject matter, content Leanne& the priority and

the learner is viewed secondarily, and only .in ,relation to the content.

It is important, therefore, not only that you understand what assessment
\\

is, but that you recognize its importance and rdtionale for the sequential

position it holds in relation to the other teaching tusks.

What can and should be taught is 4 complex and difficult question

and simple answers will not suffice. As much information as possible

about the learner and the human, turriscuk. and cnvironftentarfactors

that surround him should be acquired and combined to make the judgments

that will eventually determine the nature of the goals and objectives

that are set.

1
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On Maim_ Judgments

Teachers are continually having to make decisions about what is
good, a necessary function in their role of "helping people grow", that
is, helping people change in positive and constructive ways. More

specifically, if the teacher's role is' to manipulate instructional

"givens" to produce intended changes in student behavior, decisions

must be made
intended changes and manipulations. The decisions

made by the teacher must be moral; Which is to say they must be honest

and public', and geuinely aimed at the needs of the Students. In

earlier papers, c.f.:. Suggested some. human needs we believe to be impor-
tant for optim= growth and development (q*lity survival). Now we
will focus on one set of those needs -- the social- emotional needs. We
will deal with the question of how a teacher might judge 'whether or not

these,needs.are.being fulfilled; whether or not instruction- in this

area is needed, relevant, and/or possible".

Whenever one makes judgments, there is always é basis for the

judgment; sometimes the teacher/judge is ,conscious, of the basis being

used to make judgments and sometimes he or she is not. We take the

position that in order to be moral, the basis for the judgment must

be conscious and public. In all courts of raw, judges are required to

make the basis for their judgments public so that their fairness and./

appropriateness can be evaluated. No less is important for teachers,

since theii judgments also have important consequences for human beings.
- Let us begin by examining the diverse "bases" for judgment teachers

can and do use in making decisions about the social-emotional needs of

students. While there may be others, there appear to be three major

ways that teachers make judgment. about needs. As a basis, they rely



either on (1) personal experience (self-referenced judgment), (2) the

observed and averagin)of student relponsei-(norm-referenced judgment),

or (3) external critellie (criterion-referenced judgment).

Self-Referenced Assessment

The self-referencedapproach to assessment is the most prevalent .

approach to behavioral assessment and this deserves some comment. This

approach is one in which the teacher uses his orlher own experience in

establishing criteria regarding constructive/destructive classroom behavior.

These experiences include informktion from sources such as (1) reflection

on one's own personal development ("Thae.s . .

(2) previous encounters with children ("I had a brother who was iik:tF-L

that, or, I had a boy like that last year.") or (3) data abstracted from

readings in child development psythology, ("He is aggressive because . . .9),

and (4) one's awn values as to what one believes'is-"right" ("We just

don't do that1").

There are a number of difficulties associated with Self-referenced

judgment. One of the problems created by this approach is the obvious

limitation placed on judgment When one has only his personal experience

as a rAference point. Robison, for instance, found that teachers with

three to ten yet& of experience tend to view certain behaviors as

being more serious than those with ten years of experience. This

suggests'that a teacher's judgment may become less severe as more evidence

accumulates.

Mother difficulty related to self-referenced judgment is the

tendency for,judgments to be clouded by personal and institutional

'biases against certain types of sex-related behavior. Evidence for a



sex bias can be found in the fact that boys outnumber girls in admissions

to psychiatric clinics by a ratio of more than two to one (United States

Department of Health, education and Welfare, cited in Clarizio and

. McCoy, 1970). 111 addition, Gilbert (1957) found that "academic difficulty"

.44)

constitutes a frequent reason 51r referral to such clinics.

The biases indicated above point to a more general problem in assess-

ing behavior in the self-referenced approach. That is, behavior tends

to be judged in terms#of ftrsonal, utility. Behavior that causes incon-

venience ig,regarded dgsfavorably and becomes an impetus for control and

modification. Thus the passive, withdrawn child is ignored because he

presents no'immediaterpidblem for the teacher. Aggressive and acting

out behaviors, on the other hand, are usually rep ded as:being

indicative of underlying emotional problems, probably becauda such

- -1-

behavior is personally more troublesome for the teacher than the less 1

I

overt kinds of behavior. Sarason (1960) found that teachers overlook
I.

emotionally disturbed youngsters who are non -disruptive.; (The utili-

)
tarian biasspervades even the intellectual domain, where there is

precise "external,triteria" in the form of intelligence test performance.

One` psychologist (Mahe{, 1963) puts it succinctly, "An individual who

does not create a problem for oiheri in his social environment and who

manages to become self-supporting is usually not defined as mentally

retarded no matter what his test I.Q. may be."

This personal preference -- "What is good for me" view of good-bad

behavior maybe extended beycyd individual boundaries to society. at

large. Judging other peoples' behavior in terms of what makes oneself

comfortable frequently generalizes to judging appropriateness of life

styles, beliefs,-ind personal habits on the basis of whether it is
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ieful in advancidg values and goals acceptable to the group. Bandura

points out that the conforming majority within a society may label non-
.

"conformist groups with names such as "Bohemians", "beatniks", and

"hippier if groups refuse to-strive for the goals highly valued

in the culture. Similarly, from the Perspective of the deviants, the

life style of conforming members is considered symptomatic of a "sick"

society. Thus, the same pattern of behavior may be seen as appropriate

by one social group but judged unhealthy by persons who adhere to a

dtfferent code of behavior. Behavior is'regarded favorably by members

of a social group if,it advances Values and goals acceptable to that

group. Similarly, behavior which does not appear to promote either

personalr'social ends is frequently regarded as evidence of emotional

disease. Behavior that can be explained in terms of its utility may

be disapproVed of, but can at /east be understood, while behavior which

has no apparent purpose is considered to be "sick". "Thus, delinquents

who strike victims on the head to extract their wallets are generally

labeled semiprofessional thieves exhibiting income producing instrumental

-it- aggression. By contrast, delinquents who simply beat up strangers

but show no interest in their victims' material possessions are supposedly

/ displaying emotional aggression of a peculiarly disturbed sort."

(Bandura, 1969). From a self - referenced point of view then, if one can

perceive a behavior as an attempt to achieve a goal that-is socially

acceptable -- wealth, power, revenge, esteem, it is more easily under-

stood than one in which the end is less socially valued -- approval of

peers, expression of feelings, and assertion of self.
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To summarize thus far, we have said that behavior assessed from 4

personal context tends to be evaluated in terms of its utility in further-

ing individualistic values. Such a utilitarian approach to the, evaluation

of behavior* hes implications for education, especially in light of the

fact, as Cremin (1966) points out, that public schools have always been

middle class and upper middle class institutions. Classroom behavior,

historically, has been viewed through the filter of middle class values

and beliefs. Such a social class bias is no less evident today. Thus

one well known educator argues that it is, not academic ability Which'.

. prevents miqqrity group students from advancing socio- economically, but

- their failure to acquire middle class and thus by definition "utilitarian"

habits of punctuality, self-discipline, and reliability. (Jencks, 1969).

Silberman (1970) writes that it is because of this bias that schools

have "never been effective with children from lower class or minority

homes". He.goes on to say that "it is a gross oversimplification to

attribute the failures of the slum school to lower class students'

inability to understand or unwillingness to accept middle class values.

What teachers and adminiatrators communicate to lower class students . .

is not middle class values but middle clatiattitudes toward lower class

People and their role in society". The schools convey a middle class

image of the lower class child and how he should behave, "an image which

emphasizes obedience, respect, aneconscientiodSfiess . . . rather than

ability, responsibility, and initiative, and which expects . . . unruli-

ness with regard to behavior and apathy with regard to curriculum".

(Leacock, 1969). Such expectations often beCeme self-fulfilling prophecies

for the ghetto child.
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Problems stemming from this middle class bias are further compounded
1...s

by the fict-that many of the minority.grOups question the usefulness of

such middleliflass#behaviors as patience, Obedience, and respect for

authority 41) attaining goals shared by' the larger society.. Otis Dudley

Duncartehlzs demonstrated, for example, that blacks receive -- at least

until now -- a much lawet return on educational investment than whites.

He writes " . . Negro and White men in the same line of work, with,-

the same amount of formal schooling, with equal ability, from families

of the same size and same socio-economic level, simply do not draw the

same wages and salaries". (Silberman, 1970).

The discussion above has indicated pitfalli associated with a self-

referenced approach to behavior assessment. Problems center around (1) the

lack of objective data on which to evaluate behavior, (2) the tendency

to focus on personally inconveniencing behavior, and 13), perhaps moat

importantly, a susceptibility.to reference group biases and expetations

(i.e., social class, race, sub-group).

,.- Norm-Referenced Assessment,

A second approach to decision making about behavior has been

called the norm-referenced approach. This approach uses "what is typical

for a group or class" as the basis for classifying behavior as.either

normal or abnormal. There are several pitfalls inherent in this

approach. The greatest danger isithe potential effect of judging

differences or deviations from the norm as undesirable and, thus)

consciously or unconsciously encouraging conformity: "Sally is so much

more aggressive than other little girls her age", "Tommy prefers to

play house with the girls, rather than play kickball like a 'normal'

little boy". The connotation so frequently takes the form og something.



individualbeing "wrong" with the individual who deviates, that norm-referenced
.

mi.

assessment can be threatening to uniqueness and individuality. .

Another danger inherent in this approach is related to the shifting

of norms. For example, "the noi iest child in the group" may not be'

"the noisiest child in the group" i \tlhe nature of the group changes.

With a generally quiet group of children, a child may stand out as

"exceptionally noisy", whereas with a generally noisy group of children,

this same child may stand out as "normal" or even as."relatively quiet".

This makes decision making about the appropriateness or inappropriateness

of behavior based on groups' norms precarious.. To decide to change

behavior on the basis of "it deviates from the norm" is to risk chang-

ing that which may indeed be appropriate for that individual, given his

unique experience and predisposition. It, addition, if one perceives

differences as healthy and constructive for a group, that is, if one

perceives within-group and between -group variation as normal, the norm-

-
referenced approach makes little sense. As confusing as it may sound,

we are suggesting that "abnormal" (deviant) behavior right well be

perceived as "normal", even "healthy" group behavior and therefore

renders this approach less than useful.

Criterion-Referenced Assessment

The problems inherent in self-referenced assessment can be attributed

to the fact, -that itlis based on subjective criteria. Criterion-referenced
I

assessment attempti to. avoid such pitfalls by focusing on the individual

and his behavior rather than on the personal and societal acceptance

certain behaviors and by specifying certain external standards. The =e

standardscan be used to evaluate behavior apart from social class race,

age, and sex. In criterion-referenced assessment, certain behaviors

t

V...



thought to be valid indicators of constructive/destructive functioning

regardless of chow common (in the normative sense) they may be, ate
used as standards to assess an individual's "well being". But criterion-

referenced assessment is also not free of problems, and we should

recognize. them. The prime difficulty centers around;the question of

selecting reliable and valid criteria.

Before suggesting our own model for
criterion-referenced assessment

in the classroom,
we will look at two.other

criterion-referenced models --

illustrations in medicine and psychology --. and examine their implication,
positive and-negative, for assessment of behavior in the classroom.

The first illustration is a-criterion-referenced model that has biber

adopted by psychiatry.
Its positive effect has been that we now view

mental and emoeiorial disorder as a medical problem _deserving humane

treatment instead of an unacceptable condition eliciting social dis-
approval and perhaps ostracism. With this medical model, persons

exhibiting dysfu6ctional pitternsfof behavior are called "patients"
and their disorders are termed "mental illnesses". The implications
of this model for assessment of learning problems in the classroom are
clear, for educators now try to identify causes of learning dysfunctioni.
This assessment procesb/allois

educators to accommodate a child's particular
learning styles and needs instead of punishing or shaming him for his

inadequacies.

A major criticism leveled against adoption of the medical model, however
concerns the lack of -agreement over each of its main components on the

part .of mental healfh-speCialistis
(Clarizio and McCoy, 1970). There is

little agreemeneas to the cause, symptoms, course, and treatment of

mental "iflness". Psychotherapy's most telling shortcoming concerns its.
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iliability to arrive at objective, operational criteria (i.e., symptoms)

for behavioral disorder. Some clinicians attribute this failure to the

nature of such ditorder. White (1964) writes, "Because symptoms are

.surface phenomena, their logical classification corresponds scarcely

at all to the logic of thi underlying disorders". Others, e.g., the

Committee on Child Psychiatry, cite the lack of conceptual frame-

wOrk as being at fault (cited in Clarizio end. McCoy, 1970). This dif-

ficulty in arriving at suitable criteria has made reliable ciiagnosis

difficult. One psychologist concludes, "Unfortunately, most diagnostic

systems have not satisfied the criterion of reliable classification.

Regrettably, it is not uncommon for children to receive different diag-

noses as they move from clinic to clinic. We see similar analogous

difficulty in establishing criteria for assessment in education, for

the child who has learning problems in school is labeled aphasic in

a speech clinic, a passive-aggressive personality at the child guidance

center, and a.reading disability case at the psychoeducational clinic.

(Clarizio and McCoy, 1970).

For a second illustration of the criterion referenced approach, we

will look at the psychologist A. H. Maslow "s development and use of

criteria for assessing ideal health or "self-actualization" in human

beings. Maslow is foremost among those psychologists who, as a reaction

against the focus on pathology, attempted to develop criteria for evalu-

ating normal, healthy development. He argues that normality is something

more than the absence of pathology; rather, he identifies normality as

"ideal health". To establish criteria for such normality, writes Maslow,

psychologists must study the ideally healthy, that is, "self-actualizing"

human beings. "It becomes more and more clear that the study of
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crippled, stunted, immature and unhealthy specimens can yield onl
'cripple psychology and a cripple philosophy. The study of self-actualizing

people must be the basis for a more. universal science of psychology."

(Maslow, 1954).

Maslow's criteria for
i

healthy development rest on the assumption that

there is a hierarchy of baSic needs. These needs, five in number, serve

as motivators for all "psychologically important" behavior. They are:

(1) physiological needs, such as the need for food and drink (2) safety

needs, including the need for order and routine, and freedom from unpleasant

stimuli,1:, (3) needs for love and affection and a place in the group, (4) need

for self esteem, including the desire for strength, achievement, mastery,

independence, and freedom, and (5) the "self-actualization needs," which,

according to Maslow, are at the top. of the hierarchy. Most basic and the

first to develop are the physiological needs, for if they are not satisfied,

the organism will perish. Of these, Masloy estimates that the average

American citizen has satisfied 85%. Moving up on the hierarchy, and further

in the development of the individual, Maslow finds. that fewer and fewer of

the self actualization needs are met. About half of our needs for love

and affection and only 40% of our needs for self-esteem are ever met.

Maslow admits that actualization is difficult to define. Essentially, it

means "becoming everything that one is capable of becoming." The.average

individual is able to satisfy 10% of his self- actualization needs.

Self - actualization is the criterion that Maslow applies to healthy,

'normal' behavior. Maslow describes self-actualizing people as individuals

who feel "safe and unanxious, accepted, loved and loving, respect-worthy

and respected," and who have "worked out their philosophical, religious,
.

and axiological bearings." (Maslow, 1954). His criteria ar9 described in

the following chart.



SOME PHENOMENA THAT'ARE IN LARGE PART DETERMINED BY
BASIC NEED GRATIFICATION*

A. Cognitive-Affective

Feelings of physical eating and glut-food, sex, sleep, etc., --
and, as by-products -- well-being, health, energy, euphoria,
physical contentment.

2. Feelings of safety, peace, protection, lack of danger and threat.

1. Feelings of belongingness, of being one of a group,of identification
with group goals and triumphs, of acceptance, of having a place.

4. Feelings of loving and being loved, of being lovewortI4,'of love
identifiration.

5. Feelings of self-reliance, self-respect, self-esteem, confidence,
trust in oneself; feelings of ability, achievement, competence,
success, ego strength, respectworthiness, prestige, leadership,
autonomy, independence.

B. Cognitive

1. Keener, more efficient, more realistic cognition of all types.

2. Improved intuitive powers.

3. Mystic experience.

4. More reality-object-and-problem' centering; less projection and
ego centering.

5. Improvement in World view and in philosophy (in sense of becoming
more true, more realistic, less destructive of self and others, etc.).

C. Character Traits

1. Calmness, equanimity, serenity, peace of mind (opposite of tension,
nervousness, unhappiness, feeling miserable).

2. Kindness, kindliness, ,sympathy, unselfishness (opposite of cruelty).

3. Healthy generosity

4. Bignesti (opposite of pettiness, meanness, smallness).

5. Self-reliance, self-respect, self-esteem, confidence, trust in

oneself.

*Taken from A. H. Maslow, Motivation, and Personality, 1954.
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It t obvious that such rigorous criteria for "health" must exclude

'U' overwhelming majority of our, society. In a study of college students

in which he attempted to apply this driteria, Maslow found only one

"immediately usable" subject out of 3000, and one or two doz. "poiiible

future subjects". (Maslow, 1954). This leads Maslow to .onclude that

self - actualization is "not possible in our society for young, developing

people". .

Let us look at Maslow's criteria for healthy behavior in terms of

whether they are tools teachers might use in the assessment process. That

self-actualization is "not possible in our society" for young people, or

that only-a tiny minority of the adult population has.passed the tests'

does not mean that self-actualization is an unworthy goal toward which

. young people might strive. Further, we could all probably agree that

it is important to heve criteria by which to evaluate healthy growth as

well as pathological disorders. The critical question is whether such

criteria are useful is day-to-day guides in assessing constructive/destruc-

tive classroom behaviig, and thus in helping children grow. We feel the

answer to this question is no -- that such criteria, however helpful they

may be as guides to long-range goals, are too global and vague to serve

the immediate needs of the classroom teacher.

To deal effectively with behavior on day-to-day, hour-by-hour

basis, teachers need specific criteria for decision making about the

desirability or undesirability of various behaviors. The seriousness

of this need cannot be airerestimated. Thus, a recent review by Glidewell

and Swallow of 27 studies of maladjustment in elementary school (1968),1

indicates that as many as 307. of the elementary schfol children show

"adjustment problems", with 10% or atleast three youngsters per class-



room -- in need of professional assistance. Nor is there

reason to believe that this problem is less severe in secondary schools.

The. social...emotkoS1 needs of adolescents indicated in several atudiee

show, for example, sharp increases in anxiety over the years of eleven

to seventeen, especial-1i as regards sexual relations and social accept-
-

(Powell, 1955; Allen, 1959); increased dependency on the peer

group, particularly.O4 nthe part of girls.peuran and Adelson, 1966);
,

and increasing concern with school problems its the adolescent years.:

school being mentioned more often thy-anyWhere else its the site of the

adolescent's biggest problems (Adams, 1964).

Teachers are in a unique position to help or hinder students in

their effort* to cope effectively with their enviroment, but first
f'A

- , ... .
teachers need workable and reasonable criteria for seeessing Individual

needs. That is, as was suggested by our consideration of the two

previous models, they need criteria that educators can agree upon, that
I.

they Can apply consistently, and that are specific enough to guide '

decision making in day-to-day classroom situations.

What Criteria Sh uld Teacher Use ial........"1!86..jmLOwjLjatbdiu'

lesakbptional Behavior?

We have discussed three bases for making judgments -- self-referenced

normative, sand criterion-referenced essesiment. Teacherervill and should

use their own personal expeltencea-end group norms to some extent, but

wi believe that a criterion-reereaced basis for judgment is the most

desirable, provided, of cow." that the criteria used are (1) clearly

and expli'citly operationalited, (2) applicable to school age children,

and (3) logically and/or empirically related to constructive human

activity. Let us now examine-TAU criteria we recommend. .
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as a criterion for selection oZ constructs.. or categories ot behavior.

This rationale will not be repeated here, but we urge you to review,

this discussioh especially as it relates to the social-emotional needs

if you cannot recall it. At this poi6t you should be familiar with the.

social-emotional needs we have suggested based on this survival rationale.

They are represented by three "constructs" we call exploratiat, respect,'

and responsibility.

Constructs represent categories of behavior that subsumeia variety

of conceptuallyrelated-behaviors. They are uses as a way ofisimpli-

lying the complexity of humatAshaVior that occurs in the classroom.

To be useful, a construct should viable a teacher to better understand

and thus change behavior in constructive ways.

It is important for you to realiies however, that the issue -of

construct selection is not without controversy. Psycholdgists have

studied social-emotional behavior for a numberof years and have developed

a number ot "constructs" that might be studied. They include such

things as aggression, dependency, anxiety, persistence; etc. "There is

much controversy among psychologists regarding the stability and thus

the predictive validity of these various constructs. But the stability

of particular categories-15f behavior should not be of immediate concern-
%

.

to teachers. Unlike psychologists, teachers need not be as contdined
. ,

.

with predicting a particular child's from'orie year to the next

4as they are with determining whether the b vior is' constructive or

zlitotructive in terms of future development. More important than a

construct =s predictive qualities is whether or not it enables the

teacher to better understand and thus change behavior in constructive

ways..

Th

t
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The use of constructs is an essential tool in understanding human

behavior. Teachers, deal with a Staggering amount of input daily. Philip

Jackson estimates that the average elementary teacher typically engages

in 200 to 300 'Interpersonal exchanges every hour of the working day

(1968). If teachers are to make sense out of this complexity, they' must

hav:a feel for 44t is important; given certain needs of the child,

and how seemingly unrelatectevents -.say in fleet intertwine to yield a

cozi4iite picture of each and every child in the classroom. Teachers

\

must viey behavior as neither random nor haphazard if they are to believe

that there is payoff to the careful observation of student behavior.

The fact that teachers Belden make gee of sophisticated constructs

could be symptomatic of what Charles Silberman, author of Crisis in the
4

Classroom, feels is wrong with American education: its "mindlessness" --

the inability of educators "to think seriously and deeply about what

they are doing". Constructs can facilitate this kind of thoUght. Philip

Jackson (1968) comments on the reluctance, or inability, of teachers to

talk in terms of constructs: "One of the most notable features of

teacher talk ie the absence of a technical vocabulary". Technical terms

Irom related fieldit such as psychopathology, group dynamics, learning

theory, social inganizationi and developmental psychology are noticeably

absent irkoLeacher talk, he writes. Jackson gbes oh to say that "although

teachers often use words and phrases denoting global aspects of human

behavioi (such as motivation, social relations, and-intellectual develop-

ment) the referents of these terms on close inspection, are usually

foi;nd to contain only pale reflections of the rich concepts from which

they are derived". Coupled with this "conceptual simplicity" in teachers'

talk is an equally uncomplicated view of causality. Jackson concludes



that teachdra tend to settle on a single cause explanation for puzzling

classroom events: "Why is Billy doing so well in school? Because he

has a high I.Q. Why is Fred such a troublemaker? Because he comes from

a broken family." In an attempt to bring "some semblance of order to

an otherwise confusing and chaotic environment", teachers frequently

tend to oversimplify,
to overgeneralize and, unfortunately, to err.

While constructs can be helpful, however, they can also be harmful.

A number of studies concerned with teacher "labeling" of students

illustrate ways in which constructs can be abused. The beat known of

these, Fvemalion in the Classroom by Rosenthal and Jacobson, has come

under recent attack for poor research methodology. Nevertheless,

Rosenthalsd finding that a random labeling. of students "gifted" and ,

"non-gifted" by Harvard.psychologista strongly influenced teacher4)

expectations and subsequent student performance, should serve as warning

that constructs can be abused.

Even psychologists frequently misuse the constructs that they have

developed to explain behavior. Skinner (1961) warns that constructs

easily lend themselves to "psuedo explanation", in which the renaming

of a phenomenon is advanced as an explanation of the phenomenon. Thus,

the person who exhibits withdrawn,, hallucinatory, delusional behavior is
/-

label.ed schizophrenic. It is only a step from there to saying that

the patient exhibits these behaviors because he is schizophrenic.

. _ .Intelligence, as measured by is frequently offered as

"pseudo explanation" for scholastic performance. Here there is a less

obvious circular relationship between I.Q. and scholastic performance

in that I.Q. tests are evaluated partly on the basis of how well they

predict scholastic performance. Scholastic predictability is thus one



component of an I.Q. test just as delusion is one component of

schizophrenia. To say that a person performed poorly in school because

of a low I.Q. is similar to saying that a persons suffers delusions

because he is a schizophrenic. Both explanations are pseudo-explanations,

and represent abuses of the behavioral constfcts invented by psycholosiets.

As we pointed out earlier, conetructi can be useful in understanding

human behavior, WA onlis if they are "operationalited"or defined in

terms of observable behaviors. Constructs must label a set of specific

responses, then they are useful-in understanding and influencing human

behavior.

Teachdrs need:constructs that will help them perceive behavior-and

conceptually organise it so that it is relevant to student needs -- which

is to say, the constructs,should help focus attention on behaviors that

are indicative: of particular needs being or not being met. At the same

time, the constructs should provide some basis for evaluating the

information collected. It is important to note that the constructs

relate to NEEDS; they do not relate to the CAUSE of the behavior. That

is to say, observation of a particular set of suggested behaviors will

be indicative of a need for more exploration; thejbehaviors should be

Viewed not as being caused by a lack of exploration.

This brings us, then, to assessment of, the exploration, respect

and responsibility constructs. The constructs will be discussed in

yr"'

terms of the data gathering, data analysis, communication, and decision-

making steps necessary to the assessment process.



Data Gathering-

Data, as you know, are facts from which judgments canbe inferred.

Since teachers make judgments about human behavior, the dats'that must

be gathered is precise behavioral data. We place greet emphasis,

therefore, on a teacher being able to distinguish fact (actual behavior)

from inference (teacher judgment). A prospective teacher I talked with.

the other day was describing the "behavior" of one of her students.

' "What does he do?" I asked. "He takes things," she replied. How, if

I had based my judgment of the child on this imprecise, inferential

data, I would have done the child a great injustice. On further

queitioning, I found that "he takes things" means that on one occasion,

when a substitute teacher was in the room, this six-year-old child took

three picture pieces of a train off a bulletin board. At first, I was

prone to think that the child was bordering on thievishness, but with

more precise behavioral data \ I decided that there was little if

anything to be concerned about., This illustrates our very-strong

tas: teachers should systematically gather precise behavioral data

beforeb making even tentative decisicins about changing students. To help

you learn to do this, we have done two things. First of all, we have

operationalized the exploration, respect and responsibility constructs

in terms of observable and messureable behavior.; that is, we describe

the exploration construct by identifying behaviors that indicate a

willingness to explore and behaviors that suggest in unwillingness to

explore. Similarly, the.respect construct is operSiionalized with
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behaviors that are indicative of high respect and behaviors that are

indicative of low respect. These lists of behaviors are presented at

the end of this paper and if you study the behaviors carefully, it

should give you a fairly definitive idea of what kinds of data you

should look, for regarding student's social-emotional development.

The behaviors listed under the various constructs are considered relevant

to both children and adults.. We recommend, therefore, that you look

for the behaviors in yourself as well as in your students. Recognition

of these behaviors will help you decide whether or not there maybe a

need for increased exploration, respect or responsibility. ..

Knowing what to observe is only a first step in data gathering,

however. The second is knowing how to systematically observe and

record the behaviors as they occur in the complex milieu of the class

room. We have, therefore, designed additional mini-lessons to 'help you

begin to develop the systematic observation and recording skill. These

lessons are contained in this unit and 6)1.104 the lists of behaviors

we recommend be observed.

It must be noted that the teacher should collect data pursuant to

social-emotional development from more than just his/hei own learners

and his/her own personal knowledge and feelings; therefore, the opinions

and beliefs of other teachers, the administration, and the parents

and community should also be considered. Because our instructional

time here is limited, we cannot speak to these issues in depth;

unfortunately, it must suffice for us to remind you to attend to and

gather data from all of the variables of instruction and the various

contexts in which they occur.
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Data-Analysis

How one interprets the behaviors he or she obsemas is extremely

important, since it affects the "to change or not to change" decision

. as strongly as the observation itself. There is a major basic assump-

tion that must be understood for proper interpretation of any of the

behaviors described. This assumption.isF,that it is not only desirable

and normal, but also lea human for all individuals to display some or

all of the behaviors described. That is, hymens will all engage in .

both exploratory and non-exploratory behavior throughout their lifetime

(as well as respectful and disrespectful behavior and responsible and

4 irresponsible behavior). Phis means, therefore, that the non-exploratory

behaviors themselves (or disrespectful or irresponsible behaviors

themselves) are not bad and/or wrong; that is to say, it is not

undesirable or abnormal in any way for humane to display non-lexploratory

behavior. The behaviors should only be considered non-constructive, and

therefore in need of modificdtion, when an individual's beherioral

re ertoire includes the consistent and fre ent die la of lam numbers

of the non-ex lorato behaviors and few die la s of the ex lorator

behaviors. When an individual is so non-exploring, that is, so closed

to new experience, that it prevents his learning to deal effectively with

major segments of the world he and others must face, then it should be

judged "non-constructive." That is to say, a single or small number

of "I don't want to try that" responses would not justify teacher.

intervention. Large numbers and frequent instances of this kind of

behavior would, however, justify intervention. The same is true of

respect and responsibility behaviors. We are saying that it is normal

4ItE and human for all individuals (children and adults) to be disrespectful



and irresponsible at sometime and no "big deal" should be made of it

unless it is a predominant style of behaving. The child who forgets

his library book occasionally, gets into quarrels and/or fights.

occasionally, gets angry with himself and/or the teacher occasionally,

er
choodes not to participatcoccasionally, etc., should not be punished

or made to feel that his behavior was wrong,Alad or in any way

"abnormal." It should again be stressed that the same rules of thumb

apply to both children and adults. For too long, we feel, different

standards have existed for the two groups. If adults, e.g., the

teacher, forgets to bring something from home, it is accepted as being

okay, whereas when the child forgets his homework, he is frequently

scolded and/or punished. Children are supposed to control their

bladders so that they all go to the bathroom at the Same time (e.g.,

before or after recesio.before they leave for a trip, etc.). If they

express the need for an exception, the frequent reply is, "You were

supposed to take care of that before we left," or "You were supposed

to take care of that at lunchtime." Yet the adult goes whenever he/she

feels the need. Who would express anger to the father driving on a

trip who pulls oveY to a gas station because he has to use the restrain?

Can 'you imagine one of his children saying in condescending tone,

"I told you to take care of that before we left." A ludicrous thought,

o indeed!

If it is normal and acceptable for adults not to get all their

work done at times, so should it be considered normal and acceptable

for children and adolescents? If it is normal and acceptable for adults

to be forgetful and cross and sick and tired of work at times, so

should it be considered normal and acceptable for children? Too



frequently we hold higher, more stringent standards for children and

adolescents than we do for adults (who, after all should be more able

to meet higher standards than children). A good rule of thumb that I

recommend to teachers for checking themselves against holding a double

standard for children and adults is to put themselves in the same

situation as their students -- only as en adult student at the univer-

sity. Then, I encourage them to ask themselves whether they would

want the teacher/professor there to respond to them in the same way in

which they would respond to the child/adolescent. This kind of brief.,

"examination" sometimes .helps one decide whether or not the standard

is the same for both children and adults.

Again, however, for emphasis purposes, lets* reaffirm our position:

only large ..and frequent displays of non-exploratory, disretpectful and/or

irresponsible behaviors should be considered non-constructive and

therefore in need of change.

This position will consequently affect the amount of systematic

data gathering and record keeping you wt/1 do. While you will observe

the described behaviors in all of your 'Went., you will only need to.

' make a systematic vecord for those students who display extremely

frequent amounts of the non-exploratory disrespectful and/or irresponsible

behaviors. All of your students will not have problems in the social-

emotional areas, if the standards are realisiic. The teacher who has

large numbers of "problem students" is typically one who sees too

many things as "problem behavior." If "normal human behavior," e.g.,

occasional forgetting, anger, tenseness, resistance, silliness etc.,

is viewed as "problem human behavic4," one will experience "problems"



all the time. Variation in motivation, mood and ability is'a

characteristic of human beings; one will only experience frustration

and failure if one attempts to deny this huthr quality. We strongly

urge you, therefore, as prospective teachersi\to interpret "problem

behavior" only as very frequently occurring sets f non-exploratory,

'disrespectful and /or irresponsible behaviors..., fr quently occurring

sets of behavior that are harmful to the quality survival of oneself

and/or others..

Communication

It is important to communicate to learners what you consider to

be healthy social-emotional development. In doing this, you make

public your values and beliefs regarding what is desirable human

behavior, a necessary condition for morality in your teaching. You

share with students the behaviors you are looking for and going to be

encouraging in them. And since communication is a two-way street,

you get their impressions.and reactions and concerns,. regarding what is

and what is not desirable behavior for their personal social-emotional

development. The students' response to your ideas and beliefs provides

you with more data concerning their readiness for and acceptance of what

you think should be taught. This additional data enables yoU to more

clearly understand their unique and specific needs and incorporate the

additional information into your decision-making pursuant to what

should be taught and how it should be-taught to the unique set of

individuals with whom you are interacting.



Decision-Hakim

While we talk about data collection, analysis and communication

as separate steps, which they are, it should be emphasised that they do

not always occur in a linear (one following the other) fashion. One

collects some,data, analyses it, nay then collect some more data,

communicate his/her tentative findings to the learners, collect more

data, etc. In assessment, then, the first three sub-tasks are

performed in various sequence, with the last sub-task, decision-
.

making, terminating:the assessment process. Decision-making occurs

as the teacher synthesises all collected information and decides (a)

whether or not his/her. students Aave social-emotional needs for which

goals and objectiies for behavioral change should be. formuluted and

(b) whether or not the enviroalenial limitations and /or possibilities

would allow for the behavioral change to be brought about. The decision

to work to change or not to work to change others is one of a teacher's

major responsibilities. If the assessment process has been conscien-

tiously and professionally carried out, the teacher should be confident

that his/her'aicision is good one, and will, therefore, be prepared

to assume the responsibility for the consequences that follow. If the

decition is t9 attempt to modify and/or change student behavior, then

the teacher is ready to move to the second major task of teaching; that

of Goal Setting.

Your, task now is to become more familiar with the constructs of

exploration, respect and responsibility and learn what kinds of behav-

ioral data you should be able to identify pursuant to these constructs,

how you might most effectively collect and record the data, how y41-
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might most effectively analyse and communidate the data and haw you

can optimise your decisions regarding needed change in students'

social-emotional development.

-1.4ce
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personal elperlenc. ad the asp*rtaiwc of

othe. te advice end1or findings of s cislitta an/or
eapert articled and boebs on the i.bect, ott,

sws ?W TV A.'D DIVtk 1PLt

A. Focuses Ctt.nuon.o# n *nd davt,rae people a-d enr

1. Utetus vtL, pFOCCUIp SOat W
f&Jit&, bcicL, . alt
sides of the icaus or c.tc,Te. . e tt4.-a

e dtugr..a a. $.' .#
. vitCOf I entI-. ptcessin,:.-ettai ft"

C3il

3. oserv** other peepl*i' reattors ml r- '
.itution (getting rore thait uat ,i or nn
7CIc?l.fW, c.IL. thi. parlor ThAId zic'c that .6't1t c'

she via hoced b the at $ti0.ittc.1t, aat .'V tc ntrt
people veil not)

$. Mks-qastIs
1. S$ q4eSelo to chcCk or un4;t l sd 41-. .;ro,

of cuIrad -eant tct e SIt 1 .o.

corrctIv a. urlti;tIJ it
ISkI ' n,tlonr t.' aq:..st(- sdl;aa - - -

- ncv data. o., 2 it.ld lit -. a: ,.

dI3.

3. isis ost .-Ta dat) P *-' - q .

ti-eat..-. a .1 -.' ', . .ot a 194

.vrt-"l heard t -_v.
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tt-.ati4 i;- t *t

*A .t*tI VJtt $ttU'11 IS

sd Ih Is PW1IU1I 15 utfl$o-
rt .$wi aft4Oi C*ut-

, eo pt*, tre't', ISCIWI 10
9438

.
Ue'r al dwe it

t!tta 'r 1..Ot* pts it as(c.. d

.$4fl t.t.tmcts vltF a ars- *$t f ideas and
boltoli
I. t*rtst tl"ttrd to a -1 topics.

eprts ur' mb, et
'votdgi itl Zde.s an eI1Uta dcptPt irtoTiji$

.$ii(Y and iIIOCI £0 ilu h&4, o.., *1L I lioii
thlt... I ibiSlflet tt $ ttt's Ji I

t,W.'t Ptjg' u asplei sf

I?'tV'CCIC priirV!; wiv: persons n euptore, gather
.s I!-nge ac's ideas or beliefs, e.g., 1

4iC"'t $,4$'ut t.' (*11 *O2tP9*J4I 5J - bS a
. or 4 C,thtVtc or

.. ruarritto nc,er el $nforratt<rn sources, t14uVtIy
r4,tvInR it petioal .ap.rieco aloe or thc sdvfc.
01 a q,tnIa a:thorIty a$oAlv

. :fl I III ut Mi

A. .Poe nnt, or s-.ly pau tall-, atvds o n persons and
I

- eIctpc9 ds-, aa i; aueriare set
o..., iiil- OZp 1101-95 ails. zea4li.,
tn OItJ kutcI, OtCo

?. Utk1 tt ttt 01 cll-.a& slit-nt!,, .g,, looks
.-'.' edow dom .t psn,,s, o locises o an

or acti4L
3, tocusas nly OO O'l reaction to

t.acior' or ettt

oost i.
I. datl. '-,t ma' co"a of .el etmt1Iin

t .,,i £l.,:3-,ir-,, 5thUr i1-ji, stakjrg II-
,.oLo.; U PiV9 a ii (51110$ about I
t*. that 4PfOS1O4 E * a .cetu at h. he

. snotvr c*. -in and 5-M, "t), thet
pt..cd to ocs,. at "That'a rot how

feel atenr it as-4 gooz : to IsIS about htas,$I,
hu.0 'ai.ç .rtat.ri0:. 5n4 r.ptc awa, fg the
-?,-t cotoo ar.4 piau&c i on

;.ra to,t to t' or(ab$ç a4 faiijltar gete sell
-crs .11 th.- S.t . l.t&I ditectip

- '4 ratr..i' '-. tai l'4,iI.;, It s J(.st 100
-i *..nvrizca 1d$tttth -.
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C. Expresses 11%eteet feeltngs i-lpreiseeons ta ;:irrn reword;
Ins diverse people, e;01,0E.,euto. ..m1 ideas one ens carer'
lie;ce.1

1. voluntim61, contribute* aftes;, ferl:,,.% of comfort-die.
EOPM.Ort, approvalidiotpprovis!, mo-rez*-1.t-dip4groc.---.euc

with 1.41St ha. been emperte
I. antes both verbal ud -too-vertual ;Wv?; to coMM1.04Cetc

one's position

D. Actively seeks feedback fecom others regavdang one's reaction
1. observes Cri.t non-vErberespO9,6E% others mke end Ileums

intently to their verbal response*
2. questions others regarding their .ruction, to both

elloofe ndetetnling of their feedback and to gather
additional data end insights, e.g.. -thy do yo'..; say t .

,.tg,t.t not hove aces, all the inp.ete; events that

occorred,"

t -Seeps '.cencluslituns- tenigitlee, oodifying judeptalis as new

people, idea 'r situation, are experienced
1. state! is..d effect events in the for- of 12/22112.

-t! tee.her t*ttli out vetPit t04110. tt

-te;t score the Gilds into obedience, but it night also
Coale negetive effects."or "I visited thst close

/ it wee terrible. Naebe at was ,ust a bad :hay foe
ie tvcr,ant hie those; or it night be that We it
wtry IMO(' teacher.

"" Petentisl elleee foe a: event. e.g..
"Melee they didn't have adequate preparation time. or
pertepe ws 4iJn't give Chap equugh direction, or its
skeP possible thtpt ue did not assess the!: readings*
level OcurAtely.'

)_ r;stifits !udErFentl Gtetenent6 u6t11 much deto is
elwile«ted, *.g -live ooly been there once, so I can't
give you a very facurat description. but lot me tell
,oe. ft experience thus far.- or "1 think h0 mieht be
etre to talk to a, but I'd better cheek that out.-

eei,-4tages enAlor ttos486t0 upp.rturity to .,quir nolo
data, ..e. ore-eol.e- es-eerie/ice. anything tot the
contrary . . let fr.op ,term.

/")

-53--
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BEST COpi ALMAik.

1. eceps teclingo and Itlpreaatnnm t, °resell, frogdlas
diverse pcoplu, Ehvirowlente end ideas

1, withdrawn from "attariLg- Sit .agues either by Mei-
ing away physically, or icing present end engaging
LI an alternate or competing activity

2. holds back and is reti,e;kt to contribute - elates
icy verbal.ornon-verbol responses that would Show
what one felt or believed, e.g., ovoids aye contset
and body gesture. that would disilose personal feel
ings and beliefs, cakes ice verbal contributions

D. avoids feedback regarding one's reactions
I. withdraws from situations Obese fuedhack could be

acquired
2. avoids listening to °there' responses, e.g., eacese.

ive verbalization, defensiveness, tealonalizarloe,
changing subject, etc., e.g.. "1 did tau sae all the
important events; I observed . . ."

E. maiss "hasty".generelirstions and conclusion*

1. states cruse and effect events as natter of fect:
(conclusive and dogmatic statements), e.g.. "It
teacher starts out being tough with kids, then they
respect you." or -I visited that class and it wee
terrible: he's certainly not a very good teacher."

2. CW141116,8 Primarliv U1%11 cause explanations, e.g..
-They lust don't care." -They pet heda't read the
materiel." They just don't like es."

.3, will conclude with little data. sometime/ Ware the
experience, e.g., "I just know I won't like it," or
"I've town people like hies /her before -- they have
nothing new to say," or tern the basis of eery limited
data, e.g.,-"Let me tell yew what it's like -- I was
there once," or "I know What he's like, I've eat how
before," or "He's just held to talk to es."

4. fragaemtly Ciro, down opportunities for new data on
a subject, e.g., 'I don't went to hear anymore *bout
it."
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RESEEC1 801AvIOR

1. 11,,,a24 Hurfo ottAvrnp WI eXPRESSING AND ALLJW1NG Fuk TILE
regg9/Mu 1'EtIlM6e, &ELMS. AND VALUES

A. Jertlaly and s.on.varbsi:y expresses one's own diveree
feelings

i.arier. 01 emotions humans feel. e.g.,
joy and heeeineas wildness and disappointment.
relief and pleasesre, frustration end anger, excite-
ment and anticipation, fear and anxiety, etc.

2, expresses ones diver*. feelings in a variety of ways,
*.g.. through laughter, chuckles, steiglos,
fro s, groans, sighs, tears. swearing, pet:tied looks,
touches, nods, and statements of approval, disapproval.
such *a -That's great,- "It makes me feel very badly
when you . . That makes ns furious. "I can't
inaginn that." -Whoopee," "I canIrws ." -I'm
bored." exc.

E. Verbally rind non.oareelly expresses one's awn beliefs and
value*
I. will take tentative stand on en issue, and/or

commit onesself to position revealing one's judgment
of riget/wroog, eproprite/inappropriste, good/bad,
etc.

2. sake* one's own decisions. this does' not !lean one
does not gather data and opinions from sthers -- just
that he or she doss not let someone slat decide fee them;
that is, one con "go ahead" independently on one's own
witnout numerous cluorkIng Isr peettdeion and/or approval
of others

4. one's-attics:4 re'leet tenth in one's own beliefs sad
veluee
a. One Sets Oft the basis of what he/she believes to be

right

e.g., -MN parents didn't want eke to cone to MSV,
but I Cee anyway."
0.4.. 4 child to his te0cher. -You told us to do
it Pother way, but I did it differently; I found

better way."
ems.. a child deer what he yenta to do ewe when
other ottidran tell ittm not to

!. **ers-ere little, if any. discomfortmith self veer
amyl's hae diaserearent or disapproval of one's
behavinr

C. vespontle with erlaih; when other. erre,* their feelings,
belief* and vales
1. experle0cs the feessege"ele belfsia other people

apse#4 hr ttgendf.,g. to thy . 2.0., 6'4' watches end
Helens as other* e vas e.g joy, sadness.
diseppeinrnett, ref et, pleasure, tr.stratic-1, anger,
eeriteree-t, leer, entries:, creme In divetse ways and
a others vptcr,s dIvetb* beiitql6 and points of vier
in dives .set,

prod,ce, a vrt"-al ,.1.eftlibi fetioctitm PFD the
con:ont tt.t diepfesoad flbrt, the ovnitive
and aftectfv:" w,s.. or^ ace ,o, Teel very badly
ab4),ut not kovf-g war t 6 x,. seem terribly
pleased its;. %tett *seed to t le ter. N.,- or a
fatial'bod, tallessil, that cnrs,e)* 4Pderstood fellOra.
like god.. ..ft +'[e, *Pile. etc

8EST COPY
AVAILABLE

AthlYiolal " c".--..t---3t!-kVatt/rL4

I. REJECTS, HUMAN BEHAVIOR DY AVOIDING AND SUPPRESSING THE
EXPRESSION OF DIVERSE FEELINGS, RELIEFS, AND VALUES

A. Avoids expressing one's own diverse feelings

1. makes few verbal contributions or tatemerrs
that would show how one feeks; also Amps face and
body relatively rigid sod non -exilresilme.
eye contact is nom/times averted, and physical
movenent is minimal

2. expresses one's diverse feelings in relatively
liolced ways,'e.g., expressing happiness only through
selling, expresses sadness only with tears, empresses
anger only through hitting. etz.

.

B. Avoids expressing one's owe beliefs and values

1. avoids taking position that would reveal
"where one stands" either directly by refusal, .g.,
"I don't ichow,". "1 don't want to say." "I don't

rant to be first.- or indirectly by'procrestimating
' (e.g., "I'll decidelater") until *vane, decide for

one, e.g., "It is too late to get tickets, enter a
contest, tell the person you are sorry, there's only
one committee left to join." etc.

12. ____4epende on others to make one's decisions
how one should ect, what one should do, her one
should do it, either by asking or defecting to
others, e.g., "Tell as What I should' do."
this correct?" "ls'it okay if I do it this way?"

frequent requests for permission and/or approval
frost "authorities" such as parents, teachers. a good
friend, boast etct,f3r copying what someone slats
writhe, draws, says. does, etc.

3. one's actions reflect a lack of faith in one's ewe
AcjaelLand Values
a. are ria; the basis of what others say is

she way believe it is wen
to go to U M

right, even theou

e.g., "My parent. didn't
so I came hete."
e.g., a child says to his teacher. "I wonted to
do It differently, but you said we couldn't."

e.g., child does whet other children tell his
even though he itneen't sent to

b. express's extreme discomfort with self when
others id4Icate disagreement or disapproval of
one's behavior
e.g., crying, defensiveness, rationlleatiue,
runoing away .avoidance, blaming self, poor
mouthing ("I never do anything right"). physical
pnnishment (mssochism), Lmeadiate apologising,
"1 houldn't have said that (accepting all the
blame)

C. Responds non-oppathically when others *spivs* their
fooling*, 'beliefs, and values
1. withdraws from itnattans Where' emotion* may be

provoked or are displayed and weer* diverse beliefs
end vale,* ore expressed -- either by not being
present or by getting involved in onettelIng else.
e.g.. daydrreoing or an Intellectual diversion like
reading, working * crossword 'Puts's, Diking idle
chatter, etc

2. do.* not reflect any of the -feeling" or "moan.
Iins" that Was d#SCtibed. t.s., look* away or gives a

'blank" espressivr, or stare, or en opposite loop. as
a smile in the presence of sadness. ors verbal
etatement that either ClAgvii the subject,.conveye
4 mitionderstonding or -101..tetoretation of the'
oeisisst.



1. one's verhal adfor non-verbal reattio L,rtc.-s th,

est:age that it sac. .11 it I.. to ru /114 .rtes. I

feelinea ud/or hlresit ,nd tist wtre
i.e., the reaction la trer 01 e,.areely t 4,-

Neutal cssava that trot Id ..1v.gvot 0,31 it wa.

or bad to teci or beli.ve that way, e.g., a st,de.t
slumps in his seat and sa.:s, "1 Latt that du-b Mr.
lonett." thy rcash.r tv'.Pand* ii. ,

"You :woad oretty angry and Uptst.i. c.'.; a
todeot hate .10th.- A gt.141

had day 1 ,sth, hub-
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a st.itie--t pc, t . 1. titot , ; t -t
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houldu't talk lit.e t",t, -r r,ho ;!. 't
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SUPPOtTls tICMAN 11 hE;1:l% ,s1.4 11:=. bf.thWi. 4., ill Intl..: '
-PERNONAL I.11Al.b - -1BSIRva': ::.i; did. Pt i1S '4 I ; +4' PEI . A .

A. spends .tie, vere, et: qt, lt:., J^ celii!se; a%olds sue dl t: e, en:,rg, tItort, tit., ..,

perboal imprnve.ent d growth onvseli tot pcton.1 lmprovemt- t and
1. asaeses oneselt to !0.:-s-e aware of per;rnat pj,. I. reln%es to exa-l.n.. one'L ot,. ht1.1-t r, fctli .6, a

and weaknesses; capabilities and timitatao-s, 11:e.s appetrante 1 order to ay..d aw..reness of .0.rso-al
and dislikes, hopes, and aspirations, etc. strengths a d wtaisnesses, capahtlitivt and 11-it-

Itio-s, likes and dislikes, hopes -
etc.

a. convect and a acres data obo.t one's physical, a. refuhca to 4ccert and anals:e teedback abc.t
rf sot La 1-evt iw,a and intellectual self iron sel: self fro. Archers ih diverse s....cati a ad
and slaters 4. ,else situations and contexts context

h. identifies and 5 area Problem areas within ane' b. idetf:ing a d K ptc;olt. areas
06011 behavior thot one feels he/she naeds to improve within tn's nett behavior tha. one feels.hc-she

needs L.: 1:7prove; refuses to admit weae.neSs 4r

Stt!, CC6111StIt goals t r onef-.1f
error

. sets goals or atrealistic ,,Dols `or one's own
Inprovenent

4. ..N.e sets .*.oa1a.o..-4 oblecCives for oneself, that lc. J. ..Vol=ts :etting eoals for ores. : - aIth.r by
Whitt one af seek advice fro- others, he ca: letting others do it or one 10,°!-ot setti.:g
dettr v. 4is own direction without rel%Ing on an% goals, lettine circunata Les rando-ly
other.; !, dter-i!n: it for hi'- 'detet-ihe t'ee's - direct I.

a-d explicit goals and oh;ettives h, c.rAteS goals and objectives iOT improve-ant
tor tre i-rovemeet of oneself, i.e., one 1. ileac oneself in SW01. VAP,/,! terms that flu tleut

t -at :,onael or, 1 'carats one expects behavioral results Lan b* Identified
6. C. 1.111:. its goals and obrettiveb for oneselfthe aa.! :stt-ectIve.: one sets for oi.e5el!

thot., vhio wtp, In all prnhability. roduye which will, in-all probability, prodUce 41001...
of slc.cs- and a....aqiiiishent in:s or success and accomplishment

It -. als repre5c,t a .hat -lenge in that the. tt,e r,oals represent no challenge aend
stn asve prcse-t ot achieve-4.: ttu growth beyond one's- pres ,nt levet of

! ot :apaLtlit. ,:qevenent capahiltr.
t-, . ark achte.. 0-le 1 Vat trte.! ar tv dr. t 't; that i2, t4e.

1:fti. it, that 15, the: tontai,. sr.- tar abovt sne-s-precent rave,
that Are t1111'16Y 0C404.e one's present attai ..hte]c tr1 andof Lap/ 0%111:y as to be', I.:

.t level c.nttainable
4. 04411,4 af.t ,...t0 f. and oh t :ivcs tc; C share with others one's Cl'.'! goalsce -naKet. In att4InIrV te' a ! and the proercas one makes in

3. , nlo,s -tratuglcs w1:: taeilitatt attaf.rent
t e.pio% iitraterties that will lacilitate

a', :Sr."). :alA ottain-ent at or.'s personal goals
id, tr si,st ,atIyea a the selects t';c r- JavOLd5 1.4eltliviDis alternatives and selecting

-'-it hr t t
tf,e altvrtive that nest leads to goal attain-
t.Pt, e.g.. prorrastiLatts. faiIs to com!t
:rest if to spec:fcc tt

att. r.. atrat rail 1:er altt :a 4 :, WOlds defilgrling riaChtP4 to )tt4r1 goal after
altei,ative 15 he):Itsa

- A t..c v's 'di rivoadb taking action to ast.sevt one's b'.

uatape beavinrs sot-- as procrasti-,-
tfo: , stopesoatt=e,

err w!..c: t 16 3. 4, *voids sharI what On,: is d-ing to achieve
..oaIft, and ithtr does not s'. lot

letaaed or rvi -sOf t accept nasiL:a
,:tered

. 4 Altra Cei.lb.:y CO eval,ate 4,o!ftoric.e attar- t

ass., OV'tsl teelt.ack rt,a1 to otril
ant! VU!ettivet.

t s7.7.1s1°. rtt. .; :3! iC
.It --Ids tec.M.I.4

v'Ylde Let 11.... a,ot latta

v10.

5-va!' t.. !rld

:,,111. %4 V- kio 4 t
. t"a.; .ai t -;

. I'. :

: _.; t, z-- sd4s-'
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melt per%onal i,,pr,verte,d Jot! 4rowt.
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tit Ter:Air: wcalf.ne.4.,
110,4 tiLe!. aa &lislikeU, !topes and aspirations,

I.

-I clart17..in.: rt.,ponsce,
.it t.. t.. ottet,cs I hat 5r,v .:frfts tr .

it it or cc It are Jeeply,
RtaJent "t .1 lotc lii-c4 Iv:- teacher
or it et pi ft..., di.14 ler .1.t t: at. ake-
'1 sl I :tat sy ''

0

'.1 11, les 11 Zsi E 4:11Vf'
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. - 44y

it.... tt ,* I I & alt 1: deft .:t" the. 4. t ow*
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er.3 1,t..4 ..!. d ,. E 11. , t:-,A '.;L 2 a :1 expItcytt.,
: eshetter

, rev! . 1..t& '1.`se.st :Atte :cans
1% :;.1 ,
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i. . s .I.
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*". : ..a

ai& I.
:

. . 1 .4

F.

t L

. C f.frt

g

E t i S.. .

I a . .

-1 I

.7 't '

r t -

I& t ..t. r,
II .I s I it.a. I . t

yelt,tft

1

I t iv,. total I on the teed!
ita affects, i.e., tit-34.,

to.. vitt t i .ot a,
t'ol..-e;L si( re;t9tt 9 I 1',, . .

MCA:UM; te.t tit
74 deniZrateSiPhniVhCh SO! .41,,
'shack is receivd or ratiorall_s!

I, 1.-es ofhcrs tat pfvoitt fb: -.

tcetiback

Witnold: time, tner.y, effort. L1;
others for their personal ir,prove-ent $ 4rovt:.

1. 0,1,sciounls at uncortSciousl.. t:fct
1,e4.0,7e 'ware at personal stren.itns ca:ce.,t,t cs,
capabilities and ll"sitatioi's, likes a:.4 ;Lislues,
topes and aSpirations, etc.

avoids ceennnication, uith othpr,
Ideas and feelings; ignores t'!eir
ettorts to assess their own bena7.0r,
teacher -observes that student has been cllsall
withdrawn and depressed ter the past week,
teacher ignore& behavior:thinkinK, "It wil
pass," or "Thatts her business, rt4t r.ine;
get over it.- Student says, "1 don't tu-k

4

a.
-cells Jr

likes-me:- teacher replies -Ger busy oil your

14.7_

7-s=

rlatt. assliorent. or you won't theer.j
of the hour."

b. given restrictive respa:Ases teerhal 5j -0:svcTs..1 t.
that 4.,-..-un1c3te. to others tt-a: n.a.:!*ipot
approve,. Of their leas or 1eelingtdC4:d,
dentpr3tes, nave calls, uses Sar.42Sra, -,
e.g.. *Audent says, "1 do.i't ttindt :31,2 11.41t.5------
-e,' teacher or tied replies, "bor't be
he ilkeu.ytte vet, ouch," or 'What the'prvble-:

:.arry for yourstIli coda-.

refuses to shore 1:Wessions ttiive

ie1:stc iv pot it 1 'it; I. LLtt-.14.4. utt, ;.

help the tif!: probri- area-, i
-a, :eed ta

cansctout,i, rerl;lecr ta fel;,
et t'e411:1 Aoals fur tlicr.:.elvcr

a. ii:co,,t. S dopendonc y I . ottee.r. 0: .l !E( :..11) 7,
tE iii. f r t,i11:44

t). tail., he.:1;,. sittere :tat e tI,t1 . 1, as st
t t. 1 tro:, iZit.-1°. a. 4

t i. 15 il; .
I tta..,-tscivece..nett ,4111 1,f all ,,,t .:*)i

;3riJsf-s(t:. .1; st , L .!. .1-,! '
r-. 1.1s r.pr..q.c-; : ..hdi:

JJ.:to, tt.e ct :
s't di' f oittlar
the its
atc -.. tar ?,,, t
4 0.ateve-v": JAI at tap4L6I6K

all 1-4.of:at.t1.01.:, :t7!...11-ar1,
. 15 A: 4: 3. 3' r..

fl t .1 tra: ta...tert. ,

wit -t. 6
5 61 . '

e 4. I.. (.1.
rf ..; .

vvrt.i: cof I

.11s.st t s
41 ;tit; 4!e. Z : t c.
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1. hilps
A

pilatgtn that will facilitate
JtAinse.a of their persun41 KUaln

a. assist. thero in Identifying alternatives and
then selecting, the alternative that beat loads
to goal atealtiment, e.g., suggests alternatives,
asks clarifying luvStions structures the environ-

.

nent that diverse plans ar0 possiblc
b. almists others in designing scheme to attain goal

otter a;cernative is selected
behavN to assnre *others that nvlp is available
II -cvdet) In arrvine out strateey to attain goal

.3.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

consciouNly Of ul.cuttecioily INflusip t
emplay stratcies that will fac!litate
of thou' personal

.fr. !ails to alfalfa others in idc
and selecting the alternative
to goal attainment

,Ir

a:tal
ut sw,t

I.

t.t:i-. a:Icsnati se
Ludt best. lersae

b. 1.11,16 to assist others in designintf scheme t.

attain goal atter alternative Is se)ceted
c. fails to behave to assure others t;:it is

available it 'ceded in carrylyg out strateg.i.t
attaain Aoa:


